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Adresse Horn Glass Industries AG 
Bergstraße 2 
95703 Plößberg

Pays Allemagne

Téléphone 0049 9636 9204-0

Télécopie 0049 9636 920410

Internet www.hornglass.com

 

Employées 450

Chiffre d´affaires 100 Mio. Euro

Certificats DIN ISO 9001:2000

Année de fondation 1999

Exports en % 90%

CORRESPONDANTS
Contact 1. M. Dipl.-Ing. Stephan Meindl 

CEO and Managing Director 
Phone: 0049 9636 9204 52 
Fax: 0049 9636 9204 10 

Contact 2. Mme. Ekaterina Firsova 
Executive Director Glass Plant Technology 
Phone: 0049 9636 9204 61 

Contact 3. M. Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich Imhof 
Executive Director Container/Special Glass / Sales Director Asia 
Phone: 0049 9636 9204 83 
Fax: 0049 9636 9204 10 

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
The heart of the HORN Glass Industries AG is the engineering of glass melting furnaces for the glass industry. Numerous national as well as
international companies have placed their entire plant engineering in the hands of HORN.
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Plant planning and design are done on the most modern CAD stations and executed using equally modern construction methods. This has led to
HORN being the "innovation factory". Furthermore the whole peripheral equipment around the furnace and forehearths is supplied.

Reliability and durability are the chief criteria for all equipment whether wholly or partly manufactured in house. Individual consultation in terms of the
selection, adaptation and application of technically and economically sound solutions are HORN´s speciality.

The company is specialized to tailor entire plant packages for Container and Float glass industry. The products outside of the standard range of HORN
can be supplied together with the furnace. So to speak, HORN is your one-stop-shop. 
 

Melting Furnace
Forehearth
Boosting Systems
Heating Equipment
Batch Chargers
Electrical Equipment
Peripheral Equipment

HISTOIRE DE L´ENTREPRISE
HORN Glass Industries AG, a German specialist in the design and supply of complete glass melting technology is a solution partner for the
worldwide glass industry. With its abroad subsidiary companies in the Czech Republic, India, Malaysia, Ukraine, Brazil and China HORN match the
glass industry requirement for local and fast activities.

With its more than 135 years of experience in glass melting HORN has a wide range of experience in the design, manufacture and supply of
different furnace types for production of lighting ware, tableware, containers, cast glass, float glass, solar glass and technical glassware.

The range of products includes utility equipment as combustion systems, electric control equipment as well as modern process controlling with
SCADA systems at the highest standard, to name but a few.

A reference of more than 20.000 tonnes of glass per day coming from furnaces made by HORN express the professional and reliable performance of
the market leader in glass melting furnaces.

Company Profile of Horn Glass Industries AG

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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